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ABSTRACT 

Reducing latency is fundamental to advanced applications in 

fifth generation (5G) and beyond wireless networks, 

specifically in scenarios where latency cannot be tolerated 

(e.g. video streaming and VR). Millimeter wave (mmWave) 

communication represents a leading 5G technology, which 

provides high throughput and, therefore, great potential for 

high-quality mobile video streaming and other high bandwidth 

applications. However, delay-sensitive applications in 

mmWave networks face fundamental challenges due to 

mmWave antenna directivity, high user mobility and high 

channel blockage. As such, users typically have short 

connection duration and frequent handoffs and 

disconnections making delay sensitive applications suffer. In 

this thesis, we address these issues by developing a caching-

based mmWave framework focusing on optimizing resource 

management in delay-sensitive application, which utilizes the 

available mmWave channels to cache future requests at the 

user end and thus significantly reduces connection and 

retrieval delays while minimizing the cost of cache 

invalidation. As a result, users in dynamic, user dense 

scenarios can enjoy continuous high-quality video streaming. 

Specifically, we model the proposed system as a cache 

management problem using a Markov decision process (MDP) 

to optimize video streaming quality and minimize the cache 

invalidation cost through retrieving video packages and storing 

them at user’s cache. An optimal threshold policy is proposed 

to solve the MDP problem while significantly reducing the 

computational complexity. 
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